Abstract. Recently Bassa, Garcia and Stichtenoth constructed a tower of function fields over F q 3 having many rational places relative to their genera. We show that, by removing the bottom field from this tower, we obtain the same tower we would obtain by removing certain fields from a tower constructed previously by Bezerra, Garcia and Stichtenoth.
Let ℓ be a power of the prime p, and let F ℓ be the field with ℓ elements. If F is an algebraic function field of one variable with full constant field F ℓ , we write g(F ) and N (F ) for the genus and number of degree-one places of F . We are interested in upper and lower bounds on the quantity
where F runs over all function fields over F ℓ . The bound A(ℓ) ≤ 2 √ ℓ follows from Weil's classical inequality N (F ) ≤ ℓ + 1 + 2g(F ) √ ℓ. Building on work of Ihara [6] , Drinfel'd and Vlȃduţ [9] improved this to A(ℓ) ≤ √ ℓ − 1. Since Ihara also showed that A(ℓ) ≥ √ ℓ − 1 when ℓ is a square, it follows that A(ℓ) = √ ℓ − 1 for square ℓ. However, the value of A(ℓ) is not known for any nonsquare ℓ. Serre [8] (see also [4, Appendix] ) showed that A(ℓ) ≥ c log ℓ for some absolute constant c > 0, and subsequent authors have improved this bound in many cases. In case ℓ = p 3 , the best known lower bound is A(p 3 ) ≥ 2(p 2 − 1)/(p + 2) which was proved by Zink [10] . Building on an example of van der Geer and van der Vlugt [5] , Bezerra, Garcia and Stichtenoth [3] generalized this bound to arbitrary cubic fields, showing that A(q 3 ) ≥ 2(q 2 − 1)/(q + 2) for every prime power q. Subsequently Bassa and Stichtenoth [2] , Ihara [7] , and Bassa, Garcia and Stichtenoth [1] gave simpler proofs of this result. Our purpose here is to clarify the relationship between [1] and [3] .
The proofs of Bassa, Bezerra, Garcia and Stichtenoth are based on towers of function fields over F ℓ (where ℓ = q 3 ). By a tower, we mean a sequence
It is easy to see that for any tower F = (F 1 , F 2 , . . . ) the limit
exists and satisfies λ(F) ≤ A(ℓ). The papers [1, 2, 3] present three towers F satisfying λ(F) ≥ 2(q 2 − 1)/(q + 2). Let us call a tower satisfying this 1 bound 'good'. Bezerra, Garcia and Stichtenoth [3] gave two good towers A and B, both of which had long and complicated proofs of goodness. These proofs were simplified in [2] and [7] , but were still rather technical. Recently, Bassa, Garcia and Stichtenoth [1] presented another good tower C having special properties allowing for a quite simple proof of goodness. We will show that, if we remove the first field from C, then we obtain the same tower we would obtain by removing certain fields from B; hence the simple argument in [1] could already have been applied to the tower B in [3] (presumably the main reason this was not done in [3] is that [3] contains an incorrect result suggesting that B is more complicated than C; we will explain this in Remark 3).
We now define the towers A, B, and C. Let A 1 = F ℓ (a 1 ) be the rational function field, and for n ≥ 1 let A n+1 = A n (a n+1 ) where a n+1 satisfies 1 − a n+1 a q n+1
= a q n + a n − 1 a n .
For n ≥ 1, let c n and b n satisfy c q−1 n = 1 − 1 a n and b q−1 n = − a q n + a n − 1 a n .
Let C 1 = F ℓ (c 1 ) and for n ≥ 1 let C n+1 = C n (c n+1 ). Let G 1 = F ℓ (a 1 ) and for n ≥ 1 let H n = G n (b n ) and G n+1 = H n (a n+1 ). It follows that . . , G n , H n , . . . ); but we will disprove one of the claims in that result, so we will not use the result here. Instead we note that the following result implies at once that B is a tower of function fields over F ℓ :
Theorem. For n ≥ 2 we have H n = C n .
Proof. For n ≥ 2 we have
, a n ) and thus
n (a n−1 − 1) q−1 a n−1 − 1 a n−1
so F ℓ (c n−1 , a n ) = F ℓ (b n , a n , a n−1 ). Thus for n ≥ 2 we have
Since a 2 ∈ C n and F ℓ (c 1 , a 2 ) = F ℓ (b 2 , a 2 , a 1 ), it follows that
Since C n ⊇ F ℓ (c n−1 , a n ) = F ℓ (b n , a n , a n−1 ), we have b n ∈ C n , so
. . , a n , b n ) = H n .
Remark 1. If q = 2 then C = A and H n = G n for n ≥ 1, so by removing duplications from B we obtain C. For q > 2, one can show that B is not a refinement of C (since the extension C 2 /C 1 is not isomorphic to an extension of fields in B).
Remark 2. The proof of our Theorem also clarifies how B and C relate to A. For n ≥ 2 we showed that F ℓ (c n ) = F ℓ (b n−1 , a n ) and F ℓ (c n−1 , a n ) = F ℓ (b n , a n , a n−1 ), so F ℓ (c n−1 , a n , a n+1 ) contains b n and thus contains c n+1 . Thus A n · C 2 = C n , as was observed in [1, Rem. 8.4] . Likewise the field F ℓ (b n−1 , a n , a n+1 ) contains c n and thus contains b n+1 , so A n · H 2 = H n (and thus H n = G n for n ≥ 3).
Remark 3. By [3, Thm. 5.1], we have [C n+1 : C n ] = q for n ≥ 2. By our Theorem, it follows that [H n+1 : H n ] = q for n ≥ 2. This contradicts [3, Thm. 5.1] in case q > 2, since the latter result asserts that [H n+1 : H n ] = q 2 − q. The mistake in the proof of [3, Thm. 5.1] becomes clear upon inspection, since they observe that H 1 /G 1 is visibly a Kummer extension of degree q − 1, and later assert without proof that a similar argument implies [H n : G n ] = q − 1 for all n ≥ 2 (whereas we showed above that H n = G n for n ≥ 3).
